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The analysis of the evolution of external trade, in particular of exports, is very important in the case of
small open economies, such as the Portuguese one. However, the release of external trade data, by
Instituto Nacional de Estatística (INE)
1 only happens about 10 weeks after the end of the reference
quarter. Due to this time lag, short-run exports forecasts playan important role in monitoring economic
activity. Nevertheless, forecasting exports is not straightforward. Owing to the volatility of this series,
forecasting exports entails a particularly high uncertainty level. Moreover, calculating timely forecasts
requires the identification of variables that not only may bring useful information for forecasting
exports, but are also timely released.
Surveydata canbe, inthis context,particularlyhelpful for forecastingexports. Accordingto anincreas-
ing literature on the use of qualitative data for forecasting quantitative aggregates, surveys are a very
important tool for short-run economic analysis and forecasting. For example, Mourougane and Roma
(2002), and Mourougane (2006) find evidence that confidence indicators are useful for forecasting, in
the short run, the real rate of change of GDP, of some euro area countries (in the first case), and of
Canada(in the second case). More recently, Cuenca e Millaruelo(2006) analysethe relevanceof con-
sidering a set of qualitative indicators for assessing the behaviour of the main macroeconomic aggre-
gates of the euro area. The use of survey data has drawn more and more attention mainly because
these data are released with short lags and are not revised. Furthermore, in the case of questions
about agents’ expectations for the near future, survey series may be seen as leading indicators.
The aim of this article is to assess the role of qualitative information for forecasting the year-on-year
rate of change of goods exports, in nominal terms.
2 In particular, for obtaining short-run exports fore-
casts, weestimatemodelsinwhichonlysurveydataareexploited(releasedbytheEuropeanCommis-
sion) referring to the Manufacturing Industry Survey and to the Economic Sentiment Indicator.
The article is organizedas follows.Section 2 describesthe data. Section 3 presents the selectionof an
econometric model for the rate of change of Portuguese exports, in nominal terms, based on qualita-
tive indicators, being its performance evaluated through an out-of-sample forecasting exercise.
Finally, section 4 concludes.
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thank António Rua and Paulo Esteves for their suggestions and comments. The usual disclaimer applies.
** Economic Research Department.
(1) Portugal´s National Statistical Institute.
(2) Initially both the nominal and the real rate of change were considered. However, further analysis showed that the results for the real rate of change were
significantly worse than those for the nominal rate of change. This evidence suggests that, in the cases considered, the entrepreneurs’ assessment,
underlyingtheiranswerstothesurvey,ismoreinfluencedbynominalmeasuresthanbyvolumemeasures.Therefore,inthisarticleareonlypresentedthe
results for the year-on-year rate of change of exports, in nominal terms.2. DATA
The database used consists of quarterly series covering the period from the first quarter of 1996 to the
second quarter of 2006. The purpose of the analysis is to forecast the year-on-year rate of change of
goods exports, in nominal terms, released by INE. As it can be seen in Chart 1, this variable denotes
some volatility.
For forecasting the developments in exports qualitative series are used, both monthly and quarterly,
referring to the Manufacturing Industry Survey, released by the European Commission. This enquiry,
withinthe scope of the harmonised European enquiries, aims at collecting information about entrepre-
neurs’ opinion regarding the evolution of their companies’ activity. The survey, monthly delivered to a
sample of about 1117 companies, consists of 18 questions (8 monthly and 10 quarterly). These ques-
tions can refer to ex-ante (next three months) or to ex-post periods (reference month or last three
months). Considering the definition of the answer collecting period, the evaluation of the reference
month is based on the first 20 days of that month.
From the set of 18 questions, it wasmade an initial selection, being only chosen the questions that are
directly related to exports. In particular, the analysis encompasses four questions from the quarterly
survey and another four questions from the monthly survey.
In the case of the quarterly survey, the questions chosen refer to neworders recently received (nenct),
to export expectations for the next months (eexpt) and to the competitive position in the intra- and ex-
tra-communitymarkets (pcit e pcet). Combiningthese last twovariables, and using as weights the ratio
of intra- and extra-community trade to the total external trade, a new variable was built (compt) which
can be interpreted as a global indicator of Portuguese exports competitiveness.
Regarding the monthly survey, the questions analysed refer to the recent production trend (prodt),t o
total and export order books (cenct e cexpt) and to production expectations for the next months
(eprodt).
The qualitative series are presented as balances, defined as the difference between positive and
negativeanswers,andare seasonallyadjusted.In additionto the aggregatedtotals, the variablesfrom
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Source: INE (International Trade Statistics).the Manufacturing Industry Survey are also available disaggregated by economic activities (NACE).
3
The aggregation of the series for each question reflects the weights of each branch (measured by the
turnover) in the total. Since, in this case, the aim is modelling and forecasting the year-on-year rate of
change of exports, instead of only using the original overall series, it was also considered a set of se-
ries resulting from aggregating the disaggregates by economic activity, using as weights the ratios of
the exports of each branch to the total exports (henceforth denoted by the suffix p).
Furthermore, adding to the variables from the Manufacturing Industry Survey, it was built a new vari-
able, based on the Economic Sentiment Indicators of the several countries of the European Union
(EU) (piset). This variable, which can be seen as a proxy of the external demand of Portuguese ex-
ports, is a weighted average of the Economic Sentiment Indicators of the several Members of the EU,
whose weights reflect the structure of Portuguese exports disaggregated by destination country.
In the context of a quarterly database, monthly series have to be transformed into quarterly series. In
this case, the quarterly figures were obtained by averaging the monthly ones, considering more than
one way of distributing the months among the quarters. Traditionally, the first quarter refers to the
months of January, Februaryand March, and so on so forth. Moreover, wealso consideredlags of one
month (henceforthdenotedbythe suffixd1), correspondingthe first quarterto December, Januaryand
February, and of two months (henceforth denoted by the suffix d2), with the first quarter equal to the
average of November, December and January. This procedure allows testing the existence of several
kinds of lags (in months) in the relation between the qualitative variables and exports.
3. MODELLING
3.1. First approach: cross correlations analysis
Consideringthesizeof thedatabase,inafirst approach,bivariatecorrelationsbetweenthevariationof
exports and potential explanatory variables were analysed. From the results attained, it is possible to
conclude that the correlations calculated from the weighted series, whose weights reflect the
disaggregation by NACE of Portuguese exports, are, in general, higher than the correlations from the
original data. Taking into account this evidence (subsequently confirmed by robustness checks during
model estimation) it was chosen to work with the weighted series, whose weights are based on the
Portuguese exports structure.
Analysing the correlations calculated from these series, it is possible to identify three different situa-
tions: in the case of export expectations for the next months (eexppt) the highest correlation is regis-
tered in a lagged period (t-2); for the variables referring to new orders recently received (nencpt),t o
export order books, contemporaneous and lagged one month (cexppt e cexpd1pt) and to the proxy of
external demand (piset) the highest correlation values are registered in the contemporaneous period;
in all the other cases the highest value is most commonly registered in the period t+1 (see Table 1).
This evidence suggests that the variables nencpt, eexppt, cexppt, cexpd1pt e pisetmay be seen as co-
incidentindicators(andleadindicator, inthecaseofeexppt) of therateof changeof exports. Neverthe-
less, even in the cases where the highest correlation is registered in periods after t, the value of the
correlations in t and in lagged periods is still reasonably high.
In addition, the analysisof the table suggests that using the series from the monthlysurveylaggedone
and twomonths does not seem to significantlyimprove correlations.In fact, the use of lags of less than
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(3) NACE – Statistical classificationof economicactivitiesin the EuropeanCommunity. Note that, at least at the disaggregationlevelconsideredin this article
(two-digit), there is a direct correspondence between this classification and the current Portuguese classification of economic activities (CAE).70
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.a quarter (one and two months) does not, in general, increase the correlation with the variation of ex-
ports, for lagged and contemporaneous periods.
3.2. Model estimation
The aim of this section is to choose the model specification, namely the variables to include, which
allows attaining the best results in terms of forecasting the variation of exports. This choice takes into
accounttheprincipleofparsimony,but,evenso,wetrytocoveraninformationsetaswideaspossible.
To represent the rate of change of exports, Autoregressive Distributed Lags (ADL) models are
considered, with the following form:
  	




  , ,...,
1
1
in which yt is the year-on-year rate of change of Portuguese exports, in nominal terms, xit , are the
qualitative indicators,  	 L and  
i L are lag polynomials and t is the residual variable (0 and
standard deviation 
2). For model identification purposes it was used a sample from 1997Q1 to
2004Q2.
Due to the interest in obtaining timely forecasts, during model specification the qualitative variables
wereonlyintroducedcontemporaneouslyandwithlags(n= 4). Furthermore,addingtoeconomicinter-
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Dependent variable standard deviation = 6.33
Residuals standard deviation = 2.88
hasas regressors: the dependentvariable(rate of changeof exports) laggedfour periods yt4 , which
enables the model to capture base effects; from the quarterly survey, export expectations for the next
months, lagged two periods (eexppt-2); from the monthly survey, export order books (cexppt); and,
lastly, the proxy of external demand of Portuguese exports (piset). There is no evidence of
autocorrelation until the order 4 in this model.
Consideringthe samplethat wasnot usedin modelidentification(2004Q3to 2006Q2)it wassimulated
an out-of-sample forecasting exercise. The results of this exercise were evaluated according to the
root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE), which, in this case, is 2.60 (see Chart 2).
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(5) The t-ratios are presented in square brackets.Comparingthemodelchosenwithaunivariatebenchmark,
6 oneconcludesthatthemodelwithqualita-
tive variables has a better performance, both in-sample and out-of-sample, than the univariate model,
which presents a residuals standard deviation equal to 4.59 and a RMSFE of 3.21.
In order to assess the robustnessof the modelto the sampleused it wascarriedout a sensitivityanaly-
sis. According to the results of this analysis, the model appears to be robust to changes in the sample
dimension. In particular, when estimating the selected model using the full sample (1997Q1 to
2006Q2) the coefficients remain stable and statistically significant.
Sample: 1997Q1 – 2006Q2
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Residuals standard deviation = 2.81
3.3. More timely estimates: indicators with incomplete quarterly information
The selected model, described in the previous section, presents the best forecasting performance,
and gives one estimate to the rate of change of exports about 70 days before the release of the official
data.
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Chart 2




















Note: The shaded area corresponds to a 95% confidence interval.
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14
with t-ratios presented in square brackets. 66666 6In an attempt to obtain an estimate even earlier, alternative models were estimated in which, starting
from the previously selected model (see (1)), the contemporaneous regressors are replaced with
equivalent series that result from only considering information about a fraction of the quarter. Obvi-
ously, this is possible because, in the model chosen, the contemporaneous variables are from the
monthly survey. Therefore, for both these variables (export order books (cexppt) and proxy of external
demand (piset)), alternative series were calculated, where the quarterly observations are replaced by
the data referring to the first month (henceforth denoted by the suffix m1) or to the average of the first
two months of the respective quarter (henceforth denoted by the suffix m2).
Consequently, it is possible to obtain a first estimate of the quarterly variation of exports from a model
with a specification similar to (1) but in which the variables referring to the export book orders (cexppt)
and to the proxyof external demand of the Portuguese exports (piset) are replaced by the correspond-
ing variables with information on the first month of each quarter only (cexpm1pt e pisem1t).
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In the same way, it can be obtained a second estimate using the variables with information on first two
months of each quarter (cexpm2pt e pisem2t).
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Considering as a third estimate the one obtained from the model initially chosen, that is, from the
model in which all indicators refer to complete quarters, Table 2 summarises the estimation and fore-
casting results over the three stages:
As expected, the results obtained, both for the RMSFE and for the accuracy on predicting direction
changes, worsen as less information concerning each quarter is used. Nevertheless, by incurring this
slight loss of quality it is possible to obtain more timely estimates. Furthermore, even considering the
model with information only for the first month of the quarter, its results are still better than the ones of
the univariate model.
The results obtained suggest that it is possible to have more timely forecasts for the variation of ex-
ports, without its quality being significantly affected, by using incomplete quarterly information. More-
over, including these variables in the model allows taking into account the monthly data as soon as
they are released, without having to wait for gathering information for the whole quarter .
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One month information 2.96 70.3 130
Two months information 2.85 73.0 100
Complete quarter information 2.60 73.0 70
Notes:(a)Thematchingofthevariationsignmeasuresthenumberoftimesthatthesignofthevariationoftheseriesofinterest(whichistherateofchangeofexports)isequaltotheone
of the variation of the fitted values and forecasts of the model (in percentage).(b)Forecast timeliness refers to the period of time elapsed between the calculation of the forecast and the
release of exports data.4. FINAL REMARKS
In this article it is assessed the importance of using qualitative data, from opinionsurveys,for forecast-
ing exports in the short run. In particular, a model for the quarterly year-on-year rate of change of ex-
ports is estimated, considering qualitative series from the Manufacturing Industry Survey, referring to
Portugal, and the Economic Sentiment Indicators, referring to the EU countries, both released by the
European Commission.
Based on the model selected, some alternative models are also estimated in an attempt to obtain esti-
mates as earlyas possible, vis-à-vis the release of the data. The models presented produce estimates
for the evolution of exports between 70 and 130 days before the release of the exports figures.
For the purpose of obtaining timely forecasts for the variation of exports, one concludes that the quali-
tative information is particularly relevant for this matter and that it provides a leading indication on ex-
ports’ behaviour. Furthermore, the results obtained point to the stability of the model in relation to the
sample used. It should be noted, however, that forecasting exports entails some difficulties due to the
volatility of the series.
The favourableresults that wereachieved,inthiscase,canbeseenasanincentiveto furtherresearch
on the use of this methodology for forecasting other quantitative aggregates.
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